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The latest from the ISG Index
 





 






This Quarter's Big Three Takeaways:
	2023 was best year ever for managed services
	Cost optimization and AI will drive strong demand in 2024
	AI talent shortage will weigh on the market
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Stay connected to the ISG Index

LET OUR DATA AND OUR ANALYSTS EMPOWER YOUR NEXT STRATEGIC MOVE
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Sign up for a Complimentary Weekly Briefing
What’s important in IT and business services this week – in 5 minutes or less – in your inbox.

    Subscribe Now    
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Attend our Quarterly Presentation
A quarterly review of the health and growth of the global IT and business services sector. Next: 9:00 am ET, Apr 11.
Register Now for 1Q24
 


    











New research, services and access

 



Get exclusive access to the analysts and data that drive the ISG Index™. 
Our subscription provides unparalleled intelligence  through major market activities and dynamics, such as:
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Immediate answers and data to inform your GTM strategy, marketing and decisions
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A broadened view of market and buyers beyond your current clients to inform new deals
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To test your point of view against data and correct any gaps before putting it in front of clients
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Engage with executive briefings, strategy workshops, and interactive dashboards.
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About ISG Index™
The ISG Index is the authoritative source for marketplace intelligence on the health and growth of the global IT and Business Services Sector. Using our unprecedented data assets, as well as our practitioner-led view into the industry, the Index research program provides investors, service providers, technology vendors and enterprise technology leaders with the most up-to-date view into key changes in demand, pricing, talent and provider landscapes.
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                                                    Steve Hall

                                                


                                                What he does at ISG



As the leader of ISG’s business in EMEA and an Executive Board Member, Steve provides strategic insight and advice to help ISG’s clients solve their most critical business challenges, helping them adopt and optimize the technology and operating models they need to compete successfully. In particular, he uses his long experience and broad expertise to challenge and inspire them to think about their risks and opportunities in new and unexpected ways.



Past achievements for clients



Steve leads his team’s engagement with clients with an industry-recognized and highly valued perspective on the most important trends in business and technology. He asks and answers the big questions: Why do you need to transform? What’s your best way forward? What do you need to accelerate? And where should you invest your technology dollars to make it all happen?



Among his many client success stories, his ability to take in the big picture, define the problem and connect the dots to the right solutions helped one legacy postal and shipping giant transform itself into a modern logistics powerhouse. He also guided a global energy industry leader through a complex operating model and IT provider transition, helping them see past the obvious cost cutting measures to identify the root causes of their challenges—and delivering savings far beyond what they had imagined.
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                                                    Kathy Rudy

                                                


                                                
Kathy Rudy is Chief Data and Analytics Officer of ISG and a member of the ISG Executive Board. She was named to this post in January 2020. Kathy is responsible for the development of ISG data solutions and platforms to deliver new and even more valuable insights to our clients, as part of the overall ISG Platform strategy. She is working across the firm to enhance our data products, develop data-driven consulting assets, and increase our go-to-market effectiveness. Throughout her 20 years with the firm, Kathy has supported hundreds of client organizations as they leverage data to drive greater efficiency and effectiveness in their IT operations, build measurement programs and support critical sourcing decisions. She was responsible for the development of ISG Inform™, the firm’s next-generation data-as-a-service platform solution, launched in 2019. Before joining ISG in 2000, Kathy, a graduate of Michigan State University, was part of the Unisys team that managed the transition from internally delivered IT services to an outsourced environment for the City of Chicago.
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                                                    Stanton Jones

                                                


                                                
Stanton leads ISG's Index research, helping providers, investors and ISG clients make sense of the global IT services sector. Stanton’s weekly newsletter, the Index Insider, is read by thousands of market stakeholders each week. An ISG Digital Fellow, Stanton has been quoted in Fast Company, Forbes and CIO.com, and has appeared on national cable news.

LinkedIn Profile
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                                                    Namratha Dharshan

                                                


                                                
Namratha brings over 19 years of market research experience, leading the ISG Provider Lens™ program focused on BPO and AI and Analytics.  Namratha also leads the India Research team and is a speaker on ISG’s flagship platform, the ISG Index.

                                                        View articles by Namratha Dharshan
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